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Abstract. The min-maximum variational principles for Von Karman plates are for-

mulated by using the theory of convex analysis. It is shown that the global extremum

criteria for both the total potential and complementary variational functional is di-

rectly related to a so-called dual gap function. The existence and uniqueness of the

variational solutions are proved. And the saddle point condition of the generalized

variational principle is also discussed.

1. Introduction. Although there lists substantial literature on the variational prob-

lems for geometrical nonlinear elastic plates (cf., e.g., [1-3]), the basic features in

this field still remain somewhat obscure. These include the convexity of the total

potential energy and the total complementary energy; the criteria for the existence

and uniqueness of the variational solutions; and the saddle point condition for the

generalized variational principles, etc. These properties are very important in both

theoretical analysis and engineering applications.

Recently, a systematic contribution has been given in [4,5] for nonlinear variational

boundary value problems. By introducing a so-called dual gap function, a remarkable

symmetry, which yields a series of important results in nonlinear mechanics [5-7],

can be observed. In this paper, we will present two dual-complementary extreme

variational principles for Von Karman plates. It is shown that in the geometrical

nonlinear plate theory, this dual gap function gives the criteria not only for the

convexity of the total potential and complementary energy, but also the existence

and uniqueness of the variational solutions. Moreover, the saddle point condition of

the generalized variational principle is also proved to be related to this gap function.

2. Preliminary Relations. Let 5cl be the midsurface of the undeformed plates

with regular boundary dS = T, such that T = u T(, Fu n T( = 0. aQ(a = 1, 2)

are the base vectors on the surface and n is the normal to 5. By u = {ua, w) we
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denote the displacement vector of the midsurface of the plate

u = uaaa + wn. (1)

Then the governing equations for Von Karman plates can be described as follows:

i) Geometric relations:

Vaft(uc> w) = $ap(ua>w) + \w,aw,i} (2a)

Kap(Ua'W) = 'W,afi (2b)

Ua= 0, W = 0, = ° °nFu (2c)

where

#afi("a>W)= j ("*./* + Ufi.a)- ^

ii) Equilibrium relations:

Nafj Jj = 0 in 5, (3a)

Kfi,ap + (NcpW,fi),a+P = 0 illS' (3b)

Nafinfi~Pa=° °nr/' (3C)

(NapW,fi+Mal},pK + ^(Kfitanp)-'P=0 011 T, ' (3d)

Kfinanfi-JIn=0 0nF/' (3e)

where t, s, n denote the unit vectors on T.

iii) Constitutive relations:

Nafi ~ = 0 inS> <4a>

Kfi - Kp^K^ = 0 in 5' (4b)

where

Hapxn — HpaXn ~ Hknafl ' ^n/Skfi ~ ^ fialu ~ ^Xnafi'

For isotropic plates, we have

HaPXh = 2(1 + V) + ^V + yZ~^S«PS>4t

h - —M
"qfiXfl ~ 12 aPXll-

Here h is the plate thickness, E and v denote the Young's modulus and Poisson's

ratio, respectively.

In this paper the abstract notations [7, 8] will be used for convenience. Let %

and f denote the admissible displacement space and strain space, respectively:

% = {ueL2(S) | u = {ua,w} }, (5)

g = {EeL2(S)\E={ya/j,Kap}}. (6)
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Their conjugate spaces

y = {teL2(S) \t = {p} in S, t = {Pa,P,Mn} on T} , (7)

^ = {TeL\S) |T = {N,M},N = {A^},M = {Mq/(} in S} , (8)

are the admissible force space and stress space, respectively. The bilinear form

(E, T) = yapNap + KapMap puts % and S? in duality, and we write

<E,T)S = JJ(E,T)dS.

In the same way, the bilinear form (u, t) puts ^ and in duality, and we define

(u, % = JJ pw dS + + Pw- Mn^)dT.

Introducing the geometrical deformation operator A: 1/ —> W :

A

A
M _ /Afl + 3(AWU)®A, (9)JA*

K
in which,

V= {vafi(ua>w)} '

AkU = >

A»u = {^(«„)}'

A«,U= {-W,a}-

Then the strain-displacement relations (2) can be written in the following form

A(u)u - E = 0 in S. (10)

According to [4,7], the nonlinear operator Ay can be decomposed into two parts,

A(u) = Ar(u) + A» = | ^<(U) } + { q «(U) , | (11)

A/(") = A^ + (A,„U)® A„,. (12)

A„(u) = ~(Au,u)®Au,. (13)

We can see here that An is a symmetric and quadratic operator,

A„(u)u = j-iw aw ̂ J. (14)

It will play an important part in the analysis of nonlinear plates.

Using the Gauss-Green law, it is easy to prove that

(A(u)u, T}5 = (A,(u)u, N)s + (Ab(u)u, N)s + (Aku, M)s

= (u, A;(u)N)^+ (u, A;M)j-G(u, N). (15)
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In which, A* and A* are the conjugate operators of Af and AK, respectively,

f-Ov*}
A J (u)N = ~{NafiW,fi)ta [nS>

{NaPnn} °nTl>

Na0W,pna 0nr/'

-M 0 „ in S.
ap , ap

M„n nR on T,.
ap a p t

t =

p in S,

P on r,
a t '

P on r;,

Mn on T,,

a;(u)

a

(16)

A*M = \ Kb^ + MK^Jb) onTn (17)

G(u, N) is the so-called dual gap function [4, 7]

G(u, N) = <-A»u, N)5 = J! {-w aw pNaljdS. (18)

Let

(19)

Ar(u) = | A J ' (20)

the equilibrium relations (3) can be written in following abstract form:

A*(u)N + A*M — t = 0 on S U T(, (21a)

or

A^(u)T — t = 0 on 5 U T(. (21b)

Let H/a C % be a kinematically admissible space

= {u \ ua = w = = 0 on r„ \. (22)

The boundary value problem for Von Karman plates is finding displacements ue^fl,

such that
A(u)u - E = 0 in S,

A*r(u)T - t = 0 in 5 U T(, (22)

T-ff = 0 in S,
where

W(E) = W(y,k) = \HapXfiya/jg^ + 5 K^k^k^,

is the elastic stored energy, which is convex and quadratic.
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3. Potential extremum principles. The external potential done by the distributed

load t is a linear functional of u over ,

F( u) = (u, —t)^r = - J J pwdS

-f(PA + Pw-M„a£)dr. (24)
Jri

The total potential energy functional 11: I? x —► E should be

n(E, u) = jj , K)dS + F(u). (25)

Substituting the geometrical relation (11) into (25), we write

E(u) = FI(Au, u). (26)

Then we have the stationary potential principle:

Among all kinematically admissible fields uel^, the stationary points u of E(u)

solve the boundary value problem (23), i.e.,

<5E(u,u) = 0 Vu^A^U)^ - t = 0. (27)

We should emphasize that although the stored energy function W(E): & —► E is

convex in strain tensor E, IF(Au): % —► E is not definitely convex in displacement

u due to the nonlinearity of geometrical operator A. The following theorem shows

that the convexity of the total potential depends on the property of the gap function

G.

Theorem 1. Let u and associated N be one stationary point of E(u). If the gap

function satisfies inequality

G(„,N(n)) = //si|^».„w/5>o v»€a; (28)

then u minimizes E(u), i.e.,

5(D=mf5(»). (29)

If is a bounded subset of a relaxive Banach space, then problem (29) has at least

one solution. The solution is unique if G(u - u, N(u)) > 0 Vu / u.

Proof. From the convexity of the strain energy W(E), the constitutive relation

T = dW(E)/dE yields the following inequality:

W(E)- W(E) > (T, E-E) = (N, y-y) + (M, k-k) VEef. (30)

Suppose u and associated E, T are the stationary points of E. For any given

u e %a , we put <5u = u — u, then the Taylor formulation gives

E(u + <5u) = E(u) + ^E(u; <Su) + ^J*"E(u; Ju, <5u)

= A(u) + Ar(u)5u - A/v(5u)Ju.
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Substituting into inequality (30) gives

W(A(u)) - ^(A(u)) > <Ar(u)<5u, T> + (-A^(«5u)«5u, T) Vu G f£a.

Integrating (30) and using the Gauss-Green transformation (15), we obtain

JJ W(A{u))dS - J! W(A(u))dS > (<5u, A*r(uT)f + <-A„(<5u)<Su, N)s

= (u - u, t)j + G(<5u, T) Vu G %a

which means

E(u) - E(u) > G{u — u, N) Vu G %a.

Obviously, for any given u G , if the gap function G satisfies (28), we have

H(u) - S(u) >0 Vu G ,

i.e., E(u) is convex over . Hence the stationary points u of E minimize E. If

is a bounded subset of a reflexive Banach space, the theory of convex analysis

(see e.g. [8]) assures that the optimal problem (29) has at least one solution. If the

gap function G satisfies G(u - u, N(u)) > 0 Vu ^ u, then E(u) is strictly convex

over . So the solution is unique.

4. Conjugate transformation and complementary energy. According to the theory

of convex analysis, the conjugate function of the stored energy W can be given by

using the Legendre-Fenchel transformation:

W*(T) = sup{(E, T) - W(E)}

= + jCAS' <3"

Obviously W*: S? —♦ M is convex and quadratic. The conjugate function of F(u)

is given by

F*(-A*r(u)T) = sup{(u, -A*r(u)T)?-F(u)}
U &a

= sup{(u, -A^(u)T + 7)j}
u€^„

(32)

(33)

0 ifA^(u)T-t = 0 on 5 U T(

+oo otherwise.

So the conjugate functional of the total potential energy n should be

n*(T, -A^(u)T) = ljw\T)dS + F\-A*r(u)T).

Unfortunately, for geometrical nonlinear problems, the conjugate functional n* of

the total potential energy is not the total complementary energy functional [4]. The

difference is just the gap function G. Hence, the total complementary energy func-

tional for geometrical nonlinear thin elastic plates is

n*(7\ —A*(u)T) = n*(T, -A^(u)T) + G(u, N)

= fisW'{J)dS + lls\W,"W<PN*l>dS + F*{-K*r{vL)ri)-(34)
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We note that the variational arguments in II* is not only the stress tensor T = j ^ j ,

but also the displacement u = j ^ j due to the nonlinearity of the geometric operator

A.
Let S" c ^ x S? be a statically admissible space

S^a = {{u,T) |A^(u)T-t = 0 inSuT,}, (35)

then over S?a, n* is degenerated to

n*(T, -A*(u)T) = jW*(M, N)dS + jj^-w w ^afidS.

We have the stationary complementary energy principle of the geometrical nonlinear

elastic plates:

Among all the (u, t) e S?a the stationary points (u, T) of n* solve the boundary

value problem (23), i.e.,

. _ fAu-^ = 0 in S,
^n*(T, — A (u)T) = 0 * _ (36)

I Ua = W = T% = 0 0n Yu-

For a given stationary point u of n*, over S?a , let

S*(T) = -II* (T, -A*(u)T)

-//, W*(T)dS - jjs\w JE„NafidS. (37)

Then the dual variational principle for nonlinear shells can be described as the fol-

lowing:

Theorem 2. Among all statically admissible fields (u, T) e S?a , the solutions T of

the boundary value problem (23) maximize 3(T), i.e.,

E'(T) = sup 3*(T). (38)
TeS"„

Proof. Considering the convexity of the complementary energy W*, the consti-

tutive equation E = - "a-(T) yields the following inequality:

W*(T) - W\T) > (E, T-T) VTe^, (39a)

i.e.,

W*(N, M) - W* (N, M) > (y, N - N) + (/c, M - M) V(N,M)e^. (39b)

Substituting the geometric relation E = Au into (39) gives

W*(N, M) - W*(N, M) > (A,(u)u, N - N) + (AKu, M - M)

+ (An(u)u, N - N) V(N, M) e 5". (40)
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Integrating (40) over the midsurface S and using the Gauss-Green transformation,

we obtain

II W* (N, M)dS - II W* (N, M)dS > (u, A*(u)N + A* (n)M) j + (A„ (u)u, N>5

- (u, a; (u)N + a;(S)M)j - <A„ (u)u, N)

- (u, A^(u)T - % - G(u, N) + G(u, N)

VTey. (41)

So for any given statically admissible stresses (u, T) , we have

H*(T) - 2*(T) < 0 VT€^, (42)

which means that T maximizes H* over S?a .

Furthermore, we can prove the following complementary extremum principle (two-

fields complementary variational extremum principle):

Theorem 3. If the gap function G(u, N) > 0 for any given (u, N) e S^a, the

solutions (u, T) of the boundary value problem (23) minimize n*, i.e.,

n*(T, -A*(u)T) = inf n*(T, -A*(u)T). (43)
(u,t)e.5^

Proof. With <5u = u - u ,

E(u) = E(u) + Ar(u)<5u - Aa,(<5u)(5u

= Ar(u)u + Ayv(u)u + Ar(u)<Su - AiV(5u)(5u

= Ar(u)u + AjV(u)u - Aa,(c5u)^u.

It means that

yap&a>™) = $al}(Tia'™) + W,aW,p-\W,aW,l) + ^Sw,jw,p>

*«/»("* ' = *«/?("« ' W)"

Substituting into Eq. (39), we obtain

W*{T) - W*(T) > (Ar(u)u, T) + (A/V(u)u, T) - (AN(Su)du, T)

-(Ar(u)u,T)-(Ayv(u)u,T) VYeS^.

By integrating and using the Gauss-Green transformation, we have

II W*(l)dS + (-An(u)u, N)5 - II W* (T)dS - <-A„(u)u, N),

> (D, A*t{u)T)j - (u, A^(u)T)j- (A„((5u)<5u, N)5 (44)

For any given (u, T) e , inequality (44) yields

II* (T, -A*(u)(T) - n*(T, -A*(u)T) > G(<5u, N) V(u,T)e^. (45)

By assumption G(u, N) > 0 for any (u,T)e^ x S? , we have

n; (T, - A* (u)T) - n; (T, - A* (u)T) >0 V(u, T) 6 .5^ ,

which means that (u, T) minimize n* over Spa .
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5. Generalized saddle point variational principle. The equilibrium constraint in

extremum principle (43) can be relaxed by Lagrangian L: % x S? —* R:

L(u, T) = (u, A^(u)T -%-// W*{T)dS- G(u, N)

= (Ar(u)u, T}5 - If W*(T)dS - (Aa,(u)u, T)5 - (u, %

= (A(u)u, T)s - II W* (T)dS - (u, %. (46)

The generalized variational principle for Von Karman plates states that

Among all 116^ and Tey, the stationary points (u, T) of L( u, T) solve the

boundary value problem (23), i.e.,

(A(u)u-^£>=0 in 5,
<5L(u, T) = 0 <   (47)

(. A*r(u)T - t = 0 in S U Tt.

The following theorem states the saddle point property of Lagrangian L(u, T).

Theorem 4. Among all u e <2/a and T e y, if the gap function G satisfies

G(u, T) > 0, then the solutions (u, T) of the boundary value problem (23) are

the saddle points of L(u, T), i.e.,

L(u, T) = inf supL(u.T). (48)

Proof. Since

{//[(E(u),(J Js

= H W(E(u))dS + (u, -% - H(u). (49)

sup L(u, T) = sup / / [(E(u), T )-W (T )]dS + (u, -%
TG^ T€^ 1

Recalling Theorem 1, we have

inf sup L(u, T) = inf L(u, T) = inf E(u) = L(u, T).
u^K tg^ aeK

Concluding remarks. The results in the present paper show that in the theory

of geometrical nonlinear plates, there exists a dual gap between the total potential

energy functional E(u) and the total complementary energy functional E*(T). This

dual gap function provides a global extremum criteria for the primal-dual variational

problems. It is obvious that if N(x) > 0 a.e. in 5, the gap function

G(u,N) = II ~w w pNnjidS> 0

In this case, both E and E* are convex and the problem (23) is stable. Otherwise

the plate may be instable. The application in the one dimensional case can be found

in [9],
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